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THE FITNESS GEAR AND WEAR COMPANY

think about your gold body!

WEIGHT LIFTING GLOVES

Pro tness gloves
GB-WLG20-1
High quality amara material on front side
with black silicone printing. Foreway &
neoprene polyester on backside.
Heavy duty standard size strap
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Royal tness gloves
GB-WLG20-2
High quality amara material on front side.
Polyester spandex on back side.
Heavy duty with standard size strap.
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Fitness gloves ( Brown )
GB-WLG20-3
High quality goat skin leather on front side.
Polyester spandex on back side.
Heavy duty with standard size strap.
Best gloves for weight lifting.
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Strong Fitness gloves
GB-WLG20-4
High quality goat skin leather with palm on
front side.Polyester spandex on back side.
Heavy duty with standard size strap.
Best gloves for weight lifting.

Strong Fitness gloves ( B & B )
GB-WLG20-5
High quality goat skin leather on front side.
foreway on back side.
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Pro Fitness gloves
GB-WLG20-6
High quality goat skin leather on front side
with palm.
Neoprene on back side with double strap.
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WL Fitness gloves
GB-WLG20-7
High quality goat skin leather on front side.
Neoprene on back side single strap.
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Ruby Fitness gloves
GB-WLG20-8
High quality goat skin leather on front side.
Mesh on back side long standard strap.
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FB Fitness gloves
GB-WLG20-9
High quality leather on front side.
Foreway on back side
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Pinky Fitness gloves
GB-WLG20-10
High quality goat skin leather on front
side.foreway on back side with double
strap.
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Laycra Fitness gloves
GB-WLG20-11
High quality goat skin leather on front
side.Laycra on back side with strap.

German Flag gloves
GB-WLG20-12
High quality goat skin leather on front
side. Mesh on back side with strap.
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Camo gloves (G&B)
GB-WLG21813
High quality amara material on front
side. laycra on back side with strap.
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Camo gloves (G&W)
GB-WLG20-14
Leather on front side
laycra on back side with strap.
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F&C gloves
GB-WLG20-15
High quality goat skin on front side.
Black mesh on back side with strap.
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WEIGHT LIFTING BELTS

GBLB2020-16

GBLB2020-17

GBLB2020-18

100% Genuine Leather Weightlifting Belt 4” wide and 5mm thickness in different
color stitching, Ultra Strong Double Prong to help with More Effective
Pressure Distribution. Available in All Sizes
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GBLB2020-19

Professional Nubuck Leather Weightlifting Belt 4” wide and 8mm thickness and
Ultra Strong Double Prong to help with More Effective Pressure Distribution.
Available in All Sizes

GBLB2020-20
Same Quality but Straight Power belt design.
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GBLB2020-21

GBLB2020-22

6”

4”

High Quality Cowhide Leather Weightlifting Belt 4” or 6” wide and 8mm thickness
and Ultra Strong. The inside of the belt is lined with good quality and has a foam
padding in the middle. Double Prong to help with More Effective
Pressure Distribution. Available in All Sizes
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GBLB2020-23

GOLD BODY Tanned leather weight lifting belt is hand crafted to perfection.
It is 4” wide and 10mm thick, 100% genuine Cowhide Leather.
The belt is not made to compete with the traditional mass-produced weight lifting
belts, it is a durable, longer lasting belt for people serious about training and
want a long-lasting solution. It is the true “chromium-free” tanning method and
doesn’t have harmful chemicals. The belts thickness may vary from belt to belt due
to the properties of the leather. Double Prong Stainless steel roller buckle which is
easy to adjust. Heavy Duty Reinforced Double stitched edges and leather loop to
secure the belt tab. Ideal back support to help lift and encourages proper form.
Available in All Sizes
www.gold-body.com

GBLB2020-24

GBLB2020-25
Single prong

GBLB2020-26
Brown

GOLD BODY 4" wide and 10mm thickness Professional Nubuck Leather Power
belt single and double prong, The weight lifting power belt is made of 4 layers of
oil tanned Nubuck Leather, contoured construction for perfect t with soft suede
inside lining. The belt is stitched along with heavy duty rivets, it is a must have
training kit for anyone doing heavy dead-lifts, squats etc. The belt will help
maintain the correct posture, providing support reducing the possibility for injury.
Contoured construction for perfect t. Stitched reinforcement with heavy duty
rivets and buckles. Available in All sizes
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GBLB2020-27

GBLB2020-28

GOLD BODY Cowhide Leather Weight Lifting belt Double Prong and Padded
6" wide and 6mm thickness to provide comfort and support to the back during
Heavy Lifts. The inside of the belt is lined with good quality and has a foam
padding in the middle. Ideal for weight lifting, body building or for heavy
tness workout where you need back support. The belt also features adjustable
straps for adjusting the waist. Available in All sizes
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GBLB2020-29

GOLD BODY Power belt Double Prong 6" wide and 6mm thickness to provide
comfort and support to the back during Heavy Lifts. Ideal for weight lifting,
body building or for any general tness workout where you need back support.
www.gold-body.com
Available in All sizes

GBLB2020-30

GBLB2020-31

6mm

GOLD BODY Super belt Professional High-end materials: vegetable tanned,
full grain sole leather. single prong 4" wide and 10mm thickness to provide
comfort and support to the back during Heavy Lifts. Ideal for weight lifting,
body building or for any general tness workout where you need back support.
Available in All sizes
www.gold-body.com

GBLB2020-32

GBLB2020-33

GBLB2020-34
GOLD BODY 4" wide and 10 mm thick Professional Nubuck Leather weight lifting
belt, oil tanned black soft nish. The weight lifting power belt is made of 4 layers
of oil tanned Nubuck Leather, contoured construction for perfect t with soft suede
inside lining. The belt has a easy to use lever closure system, enabling the user
to open it instantly. It is a must have training kit for anyone doing heavy dead lifts,
squats or supporting back etc. The belt will help maintain the correct posture,
providing support reducing the possibility for injury. Easy to use lever buckle
closure system, can be adjusted. Helps maintain correct posture, providing
support and reducing the possibility of injury. Contoured construction for perfect t,
will conform to body shape over time. Available in All Sizes
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Choose one technique to place your logo on the belts,
A:- Screen Printing
B:- Embroidery
C:- Woven Label
D:- Embossing logo

GBLB2020-35

Dip belts are made of high quality split leather with
back padding.
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Neoprene belts
GBLB2020-36

GBLB2020-37

GBLB2020-38

GBLB2020-39

GBLB2020-40

GBLB2020-41

GBLB2020-42

GBLB2020-43
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WRIST BANDAGES

Wrist bandage made of high quality knitted elastic band 3’’ and velcro closures
that adjust according to how much support you require giving you the comfort
and security you want. Bandage are used to support
the wrist, provide compression and protection during
activity.

GBRB2020-44

GBRB2020-45

GBRB2020-46

GBRB2020-47

GBRB2020-48
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LIFTING STRAPS

These straps help you move heavier weight. it comfortable on your hands when
you're lifting heavy weights. Lifting in straps comforts your hands - less
lifting blisters.

GBLS2020-49

GBLS2020-50

Leather Strap

Leather Strap

GBLS2020-52
GBLS2020-51

GBLS2020-53
GBLS2020-54

GBLS2020-56
GBLS2020-55

GBLS2020-58
GBLS2020-57
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KNEE WRAPS

These Knee Wraps provides maximum comfort and support to your knee.
Made of heavy-duty Poly-Cotton elastic. 2 Meter long and 3" wide,
a standard one size ts all. Provides compression for the knee. Offer unrivaled
protection and support for even the most grueling of heavy
leg workouts.

GBKW2020-59

GBKW2020-60

GBKW2020-61

GBKW2020-62
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GBKW2020-64

GBKW2020-66
GBKW2020-65
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LIFTING HOOKS
Weight Lifting Hooks - Best Weightlifting Strap Hooks for Gym Training Workout
Like Deadlift & Shrugs - Ultimate Grips Power lifting Hook with Cushioned
Neoprene Wrist Straps - Comes in Pair

GBLH2020-67

GBLH2020-68

GBLH2020-69
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HEAD HARNESS
Neck Strength Head Harness Training Equipment Weight Lifting Head Strap
Muscles Training Fitness with Chain for Hanging Barbell. Can be adjusted to
suit your head. Effectively strengthen the neck and
shoulder power.

GBHH2020-71

GBHH2020-70
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ANKLE STRAPS
GOLD BODY Leather Ankle Cuff (Ankle Strap) will take your leg and glutes
workout in the gym to the next level.
P
REMIUM LEATHER & ADJUSTABLE FIT
HEAVY-DUTY STEAL D-RING – You can clip it to universal gym cables.
SINGLE OR DOUBLE CUFFS
EXTREMELY DURABLE & ULTRA COMFORTABLE PADDING

GBAS2020-73

GBAS2020-72

GBAS2020-74

GBAS2020-75
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JUMPING ROPS

GBJR2020-76

GBJR2020-77

GBJR2020-78

GBJR2020-79

GBJR2020-80

GBJR2020-81

GBJR2020-82

GBJR2020-83

GBJR2020-84
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Contact Us
Email: info@gold-body.com
gb.goldbody@gmail.com
Call: +92-3476842450
Add: Kashmir Rd Pacca Garha Sialkot 51310-Pakistan

Social Media Links
www.facebook.com/goldbody.gear
www.pinterest.com/goldbodytness
www.twitter.com/goldbodytness
www.tumblr.com/blog/goldbodytness

Thank You!
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